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A while ago, Pastor Ginger and I heard another pastor speak about how he enjoys 

reading Bible stories to his son. This pastor said that he treasures this time, but he has one 

hangup with it. This pastor can’t bear to read stories of Jesus physically healing people. He’s 

not sure how he would navigate through these stories and the inevitable questions his son 

will ask, because his son has a physical disability. And as I bring this up, I’m sure many of us 

here can empathize with this father’s struggle. How does one eventually share these stories in 

a manner and at a time that won’t be emotionally and spiritually scarring? The question 

“Why doesn’t Jesus heal people today?” is not an easy one to answer. 

I must point out that there is an ongoing discourse about appropriate terms. 

Communities and individuals with disabilities are fortunately gaining power to self-determine 

the best terminology to describe themselves. Some groups and individuals like to be called 

“differently abled.” Others prefer “Disabled,” understanding it to be a cultural identification, 

and there are subgroups within that group. All of it can be a bit confusing. The main thing to 

remember is that the person should be identified with the terminology that she prefers. So if 

there is confusion on your part, the respectful thing is to just ask, “How do you identify 

yourself?” I’ll use “disabled person” in this sermon since the office of ELCA Disability 

Ministries prefers that. 

Today’s gospel lesson is one of the more notable stories in the Bible of Jesus 

physically healing someone. So as we jump into this story together, I hope you -- and I -- can 

hear this as a message of good news for all people, including disabled individuals. In our 

passage today, Jesus goes toe to toe with a religious leader who takes offense that Jesus 

wouldn’t wait until after the Sabbath to heal a woman who has been bent over for eighteen 

years. When Jesus argues his case, he says that the woman must be “set free” and “released” 
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from “bondage.” He’s describing it as liberation. Moreover, Jesus bases his side of the 

argument on the Sabbath commandment as it is described in Deuteronomy 5, which 

concludes by saying this: 

“Remember that you were a slave in the land of Egypt, and the Lord your God brought you                                   
out from there with a mighty hand and an outstretched arm; therefore the Lord your God                               
commanded you to keep the sabbath day.” 

So Jesus isn’t downplaying the Sabbath commandments in today’s scene. What Jesus is 

actually doing is honoring the Sabbath and keeping it holy by liberating this bent over 

woman. What Jesus is doing is bringing the Sabbath to its full fruition. 

Yet, here’s the tricky part. What is Jesus liberating the woman from? The easy answer 

is that she is liberated from her debilitating disability. She was bent over, and now she stands 

upright. Case closed… right? Not entirely. The problem with leaving it there is that it implies 

that the woman’s sacred worth with her disability is less than her sacred worth after she 

stands upright. That would mean that God looks unfavorably upon disabilities, as if a 

disabled person is of less value or importance compared to a person without noticeable 

disabilities. That line of thinking is human, not divine. That human line of thinking 

unfortunately does make appearances in scripture and it has been promulgated in 

congregations throughout centuries. The truth, however, is that God loves and values 

everyone, regardless of their disability. “All of us are disabled in some way as we stand 

before God.”  

Now, back to this woman, it doesn’t take a stretch of the imagination to know that 

the synagogue community looked differently upon her. They literally observed her back and 

the top of her head for eighteen years. And she most often could only see their feet. There 

was a turn of phrase back then to describe someone who was unable to live as fully as God 

would desire for them to live. That phrase was “bound by Satan.” In this woman’s case, 

Jesus uses that phrase to point out that the woman lacked the full participation in a 

community that God desired for her. So Jesus entered the scene, took action on a Sabbath, 
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and he liberated. And he did so not by quietly pulling the woman aside for some privacy. 

Jesus kept her in the middle of the people so that they might witness this as well. Jesus 

liberated this woman by allowing her to praise God at the same level as her fellow 

worshipers. She was now able to finally gaze upon them face to face. Yet Jesus also liberated 

the congregation by allowing them to see the woman more fully as a human being. Perhaps 

that is the most important healing that takes place in the story. The woman was always fully 

valued by God, but now the congregation is liberated to fully value her. 

A classmate of mine in seminary is named Sarah, and she uses a wheelchair. After 

graduation, Sarah was interviewing in two congregations to see where God was calling her to 

be a pastor. My memory of how she described the two processes is a little fuzzy, but it 

basically went like this: A member of the call committee for Congregation A said in the 

interview, “We have steps leading up to the altar, so we don’t know how this can be worked 

out.” Congregation B said in the interview, “Our congregation loves special projects, so we 

can build ramps before you arrive.” Congregation A asked, “How will you visit our 

members’ homes since you’re in a wheelchair?” Congregation B asked, “What are your plans 

for visiting our members in their homes, and is there anything we can do to help?” 

Congregation A asked, “How will your disability limit your ministry?” Congregation B asked, 

“How will your disability enhance your ministry?” Do you need to guess which congregation 

Sarah became the pastor of?  

The truth, though, is that congregations shouldn’t only address the accessibility of 

their congregation when a potential pastor has a disability. There are plenty of people who 

refrain from entering the doors of congregations for no other reason than they know that 

they or their family will not feel welcomed. Now, an invitation might be extended to them by 

the congregation to come and participate, but an invitation is different than being welcomed. 

Will a family truly feel welcomed if their autistic child only receives judgmental glances from 

fellow worshipers upon his occasional outbursts rather than receiving encouragement from 
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them to express himself as he needs to in worship? Will members of the Deaf community 

feel welcomed if the congregation doesn’t have any means to allow them to participate in the 

communication of worship? Will someone with a physical disability feel welcomed if they are 

facing a constant struggle to move about or are left feeling like they are in the way? That is 

the difference between an invitation and being welcomed.  

What are ways that All Saints Lutheran Church can proactively be a place of welcome 

to people who (rightly so) may not feel that a typical congregation will be welcoming of 

them and their needs? All Saints might not be perfect at extending this type of welcome, but 

recognizing that is the first step in remedying it. And we’ve made intentional progress 

throughout the years to be more welcoming of disabled persons. Most recently, our “Called 

to Care” Task Force has been spearheading efforts to assess our facilities and how we can 

better accommodate disabilities. Today, I left in the Narthex some info sheets from the 

ELCA Disability Ministries office. The purpose of the sheets is to spark ideas in you for how 

our community can move beyond an invitation and truly seek to be a place of welcome. 

Remember that the liberation witnessed in the gospel lesson was not just for the woman, but 

it was also the liberation of her community, for they were finally able to see her fully. 

The question “Why doesn’t Jesus heal people today?” is not an easy one to answer. 

Yet, the question is a bit misguided. Because disabled individuals are fully loved and fully 

valued by God just as they are, and many of them would choose not to be ‘healed’ from 

something that is so core to their identity. “Why doesn’t Jesus heal people today?” The truth 

is that he does. Physically, sure, but open your eyes to the social healing that he brings. When 

congregations like ours are led by the Holy Spirit to be proactive in our welcome of disabled 

persons, that is indeed a healing taking place. And it is a healing for everyone involved.  

Amen. 
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